Thursday 14th January 2021
Year 4
Maths

Independent Task 1
Draw 2 different rectangles with a perimeter of 16 units
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Independent Task 2
Draw 2 different rectangles with a perimeter of 20 units
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Independent Task 3
Draw 2 different rectangles with a perimeter of 24 units
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Reading

The Explorer
What you are going to read:
Con screamed and swallowed a mouthful of water and disappeared
under the surface. Lila helped Con and brought her back to the
shore. They all lay (heavily breathing). Con couldn’t believe that!
Fred said that it looked quite beautiful it was silver with a red belly.
Beautiful said con. She looked at Fred in disbelief (incredulously). As
long as we aren’t bleeding, we won’t attract them said Lila. I knew
that I just panicked. You can’t think how they are thinking
(psychoanalyse) them. Lila looked at Con and you couldn’t tell what
she was thinking (Inscrutable). They walked back into the clearing
and Fred felt like it was coming home. A parrot landed (alighted) on a
branch above their head, it made a harsh cry (cawing) sound. Fred
cut of the bottom of his trousers. The left was longer than the right
and he put his cricket jumper to dry. Fred felt happy and he felt like
hope. Fred had drunk so much water that his tummy was stretched
he was still so hungry that his body felt week and easily damaged
(flimsily). He hadn’t eaten anything in a day and a half! Fred tried to
clear his head of the burning plane. He said about eating insets. His
comment was greeted with a silence so unexcited. (unenthusiastic)
that it had a particular smell. And fruit said Fred, there are monkeys,
and they eat fruit, there is also banana leaves in the den. How would
we know the berries are safe said con, I will test them said Fred?
They started having an argument about why Max wouldn’t test the
fruit. Lila tried to change the conversation. What do you know about
insets? Apparently, you can eat the insets that’s eat coco pods. Lila
will know said Max. Lila jumped to her feet and said wait there. Max
tried to go with her. Fred held him back and he bit Con and Fred. Just
as Con was tiring to bite him back, Lila appeared her breathing was
Jagged – edged (breathing fast) and she opened her bag that she
made with no preparation (improvised) and out poured dozen pods.
Let’s see what happens next..

Step one: Write the date
Thursday 14th January 2021
Step two: Read the questions
Step three: Answer the questions below
Questions:
1) What do Piranhas eat? Pg1
2) Why is Fred feeling hopeful? Pg3
3) Why does Fred’s body feel half – mast? Pg4
4) Why are they all starting to argue? Pg6
5) Would you eat the food Lila brought back and why?
Vocab:
Panting- heavily breathing
Incredulously – a manner of disbelief
Psychoanalyse- think about their mental state.
Inscrutable- impossible to understand
Alighted - landed
Cawed – hash cry of a bird
Flimsy – easily damaged
Unenthusiastic – not excited
Jagged- edged- breathing fast
Improvised – made without preparation
Top Tip
Remember capital letters, full stops and always answer in full
sentences!
Step four:
Re read pages 4, 5and 6 focus on punctuation.

Writing

Step one: Write the date and underline
Thursday 14th January 2021
Step two: write our learning objective and underline
To write our informal letter
SC1) Using frontal adverbials.
SC2) Selecting conjunctions purposefully for effect
SC3) Using a variety of sentence lengths for effect
Today we are going to write part of our informal letter
Step three:
Look back at your plan for your middle partof your letter.
Make sure that you have got at least one success criteria.
Give yourself about ten/fifteen minutes and write out the
middle of the letter.
Step four: Checking
Go back and check through your work and tick off the
check list:

Check List:
Capital letters
Full stops
Finger spaces
Question marks
Short sentences
Long sentences
Frontal adverbials
Conjunctions

Step five: Checking 2.0
Read over the middle part, are there any words that
you think you could improve? Does it make sense?
Are all of your spellings correct?

Geography

What do we know about the people of South America?
The people of South America have many different origins. Over hundreds
over years, settlers from the continents of Europe, Africa and Asia have
moved to live alongside the Native Americans who have lived there for
thousands of years. The descendants of the very first Native Americans
mostly live in the more mountainous countries — Columbia, Bolivia,
Ecuador and Peru.
We know that the physical geography of South America is very varied.
The areas of rainforest, mountains and deserts are difficult for people to
live within, but some do live there; in small villages where the land is mostly
used for farming. In contrast, most people live in the very large cities near
to the coasts. The physical geography of South America means that in some places the population
is high and crowded together whereas in others, the population is low and spread out.
Across South America, most people speak the Latin-based languages Spanish and Portuguese
which were brought by the European invaders. However, many people also speak a range of
Native American languages. Some of these languages are more common than others and some
are recognised as official languages but others are not. Religion, in comparison, is not particularly
varied. Most people are a type of Christian known as Roman Catholic but there are other religions
found across South America. You may have heard of some of them before but many South
Americans also worship traditional Native American or African gods and spirits.
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Complete the table with the key information about each country:

Country

Population Size

Rank
Order

Main
Religion(s)

Argentina

Bolivia

Brazil

Chile

Columbia

Ecuador

French
Guiana

Guyana

Paraguay

Peru

Suriname

Uruguay

Venezuela
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Official
Language(s)

Currency

What do you notice about the population sizes of the countries across South America?

What do you notice about the religions across South America?

What do you notice about the official languages spoken across South America?

What do you notice about the official currencies used across South America?

Draw a graph to show the official languages spoken across
South America:
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What is the industry like across South America?
When you trade, you swap something for something else. You
may swap an object for another object or you may swap
an object for money. Across South America, there are many
different industries, but the biggest industry is agriculture. This
means a lot of the land is used for farming and the different
countries make a lot of their money from exporting and selling
the products they grow.
The table below shows you some of the products grown, produced and exported by each
country. There are other products grown and produced in each but these are the top exports:

Create a key and map where the different products originate from.

Product

Symbol

Countries of Origin

oils

Argentina, Paraguay

fuels

Argentina, Bolivia, Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela

cereals

Argentina, Brazil, Guyana, Suriname, Uruguay

meat

Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay

soybeans

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay

metals

Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Guyana, Peru, Suriname, Venezuela

gold

Bolivia, French Guiana, Guyana, Peru, Suriname, Venezuela

sugar

Brazil, Guyana

coffee

Brazil, Columbia, Peru

vehicles

Brazil

fruit

Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, Suriname

fish

Chile, Ecuador, French Guiana, Suriname, Uruguay

shrimp

Ecuador, French Guiana, Guyana, Suriname

wine

Argentina, Chile

flowers

Columbia, Ecuador

wood

Chile, French Guiana, Guyana, Paraguay, Suriname

cotton

Columbia, Paraguay
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How
	
would you describe the industry and trade across
South America?
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Music
Wednesdays!
Singing Assemblies

on YouTube

KS1 with Rosie at 10:30am-10:45am
Y3 & 4 with Bryony at 11:00am - 11:15am
Y5 & 6 with Paulina at 1:30pm - 1:45pm

One Voice Choir

4:00pm - 4:45pm on Microsoft Teams

